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QUESTION 1

Press the Exhibit button to view the XML document "a. xml" and apply XSLT stylesheet "b. xsl" to "a. xml". Select which
of the following correctly describes the transformation results. Assume that the input XML document and transformation
results ignore meaningless whitespace. 

A. SMTP  

B. SMTP 

C.  

D. SMTPW Courier Newlr Z 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Select which statement is correct with respect to the XML document and external entity below. Assume 

that an XML processor can read "category. txt". 

[category. txt] 

DVD Player 

[XML Documents] 

 

 

 

 

 

]> 

 

andlt;andtitle;andgt;andcategory;DVD8598438andlt;/andtitle;andgt; open 

 

A. This is a valid XML document. 

B. This is a well-formed XML document; however it is not a valid XML document. 

C. This is not a well-formed XML document because there is an error in the entity reference. 

D. The entity reference is not incorrect; however this is not a well-formed XML document. W Courier Newlr Z 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Select which DTD element type declaration correctly defines the "XML Documents" structure below. 

[XML Documents] 

 

black pen 

+ 

 red pencil  

= 

100 

yen. 

 

A.  

B.  

C.  

 

D. W Courier Newlr Z 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Choose the statement about HTML or XML that is incorrect. 

A. ln HTML the types and meanings of tags are predefined. 

B. ln XML a tag can be given any name as long as the name obeys XML naming conventions and is well 

formed. 

C. ln XML elements can be given any number of attributes as long as the attributes obey XML naming conventions and
are well-formed. 

D. XML protocols are linguistic standards used to control views on a Web browser. W Courier NewlrZ 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 5

Press the Exhibit button to view the XML document "a. xml" and apply XSLT stylesheet "b. xsl" to "a. xml" and output
"10075" as the transformation result. Select which of the following correctly belongs in (1) of the "b. xsl". 

A. count[01] 

B. count[position() 

C. count[position() (1) "price" element in 

the "XML Document" below belongs. 

[XML Documents] 

 

 

 

T-Shirt 

2500 -->(1) 

 

 

A. urn:sample:product 

B. urn:sample:item 

C. item 

D. None W Courier Newlr Z 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Select which of the following XML Schema and its respective description is incorrect. Assume the Schema namespace
prefix is "xs". 

A. ln the following example the data element appears repetitively (more than once).  

B. ln the following example the data element appears either 0 times or 1 time.  

C. ln the following example the data element appears repetitively at least twice.  

D. ln the following example the data element appears repetitively between two and five times. W Courier Newlr Z 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 8

Choose the statement about a problem with DTDs that is incorrect. 

A. The way statements are made in a DTD differs from how the same statements are made in XML. As a result different
algorithms must be made available for the XML processor to interpret XML documents which is inefficient. 

B. Any single DTD can only be used to validate a single XML document. 

C. ln a DTD it is not possible to specify any explicit numerical data type. 

D. DTDs fail to comply with the rules of namespaces. W Courier Newlr Z 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Select which statement correctly describes the XML document below. 

[XML Documents] 

 

]> 

 

A. This is not a well-formed document because the attribute value cannot have a line feed in it. 

B. This is not a valid XML document because an attribute cannot be designated for an element that is designated as
EMPTY. 

C. This is not a valid XML document because the attribute value is not a value listed in the attribute list declaration. 

D. This is a valid XML document. W Courier Newlr Z 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

With respect to XML 1 0 select which character encoding (encoding value for the XML declaration) that an XML
processor absolutely must be able to process. 

A. Shift_JIS 

B. JIS 

C. EUC-JP 

D. UTF-8WCourierNewlrZ 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

Assume that you want to change XML document A into XML document B as shown below. Choose the 

specification that is the best suited for this purpose. 

[XML document A] 

 

 

Charley 

FLOWERS 

 

[XML document B] 

 

 

FLOWERS 

 

A. XSLT 

B. CSS 

C. XSL-FO 

D. RSSW Courier Newlr Z 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Select which of the following statements is correct. 

A. Under XML 1 0 recommendations there are no clear rules as to whether to use a child element or an attribute when
attaching information to an element. 

B. An XML document must never be structured without any element content and with only empty elements and
attributes. 

C. Use attributes whenincluding specific clear numerical value informationin an XML document. 

D. Attribute values cannot include line feeds or white spaces. W Courier Newlr Z 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Select which of the following describes an XML document with correct comment coding. 

A. pencil  

B.  

pencil 

 

C. pencil  

D. pencil W Courier Newlr Z 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 14

Choose the specification that stipulates that XPath be used to access or refer to any part of an XML document. 

A. XSLT 

B. DTD 

C. XML 

D. Namespaces in XMLW Courier Newlr Z 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

Select which of the following correctly presents a combination of an XML Schema restriction and a related 

definition. 

Assume the Schema namespace prefix is "xs". 

A. When placing the following restriction the TotalPrice element may have a value of 125 55 but may not have a value of
170.  

B. When placing the following restriction the TotalPrice element may have a value of 15000. 127  

C. When placing the following restriction the ProductCode element may have a value of "PFG- TF3/SP" but may not
have a value of "PFG-TF3".  

D. When placing the following restriction the ProductCode element may have a value of "PFG- TF3/SP" but may not
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have a value of "PFG-TF3". W CourierNewlr Z 

Correct Answer: AC 
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